
ROSAS, THE MALVINAS AND OUR TERRITORIAL DEMEMBRATIONS

'Rosas, Las Malvinas y Nuestras Desmembraciones Territoriales in the Revista del Instituto Rosas no.13 1948.

In a recent symposium on Las Malvinas, the rapporteur, Dr. Isidoro Ruiz Moreno (son), at the initiative of the 

Vitoria and Suárez Foundation, took place at the headquarters of the National Academy of Economic Sciences. 

his enlightened contribution contributed to the better elucidation of our malvinero lawsuit, repeated the false 

usual statement that tends to disclose that Don Juan Manuel de Rosas resigned from the Argentina sovereignty 

and wanted to negotiate the islands in payment for the services of debt the English loan of Year 1824.

This patraña has been repeated by members of the National Academy of History ("Rozas, the English loan of 

1824 and the Malvinas Islands" by Humberto F. Burzio, in Naval Center Bulletin, No. 564. "Negotiation of 

Palecieu Falconet And the question of the Malvinas, "by Juan Canter, in Bulletin of the Buenos Aires Institute of 

Numismatics and Antiquities, No. 1, Buenos Aires, 1943), by improvised historians with insidious bad faith or 

misunderstood family commitment (" "By Jorge Lavalle Cobo, in" La Nación ", January 1939 and" Anuario de 

Historia Argentina ", from the Argentine History Society, Buenos Aires, 1940), for the speculative convenience of 

some displaced politicians and also by some spirit and knowledge "to entertain his leisure barking against the 

tyrant of Buenos Aires" despite the Liberator Jose de San Martin told Sarmiento in 1846: "But in the end, that 

tyrant Rosas, that unit they hate should not be as bad as it looks when such a virile people can hold twenty 

years "("the Nation" on July 9, 1894, an account of the visit of Sarmiento to General San Martin in 1846, by 

Pastor S. Obligado) .

The only exception to the patriotic desire to recover possession of "Las Malvinas" was, in the opinion of Dr. Ruiz 

Moreno (son), Don Juan Manuel de Rosas, who, he said, tried to "trade" the islands by offering them in payment 

for the Debt of the English loan of 1824;Adding: "What less could be expected of this tyrant of infamous 

memory!"

I confess that I was surprised by such an inopportune reference, because, for the quality of the audience and the 

importance of the matter, it was patriotic and wise to accept everyone's contribution and first of all respect the 

performance of that president who constitutes an exception for the persistent and heroic Defense of the 

sovereignty and independence of Argentina, which he maintained without pause during almost twenty years of 

bloody struggle against the most powerful imperialist countries of the time, together with neighboring countries, 

allied with the Argentine emigres who, in disconcerting effort, contributed to destroy the immense power which 

was glimpsed for this country of strong and generous men.

It was during the Rosas government that our controversy began with the United States, motivated by the capture 

of several fishing vessels of that nationality in the waters of the Malvinas. That dispute led to strong local protests

against the consul who then continue to the arrival of Charge d'Affaires, Mr. Francisco Baylies, who in his notes 

June 26 and July 10, 1832, with unprecedented audacity states that the government of the United States denies 

any Right to the government of Buenos Aires to exercise authority in the Malvinas, Tierra del Fuego, Cabo de 

Hornos or any of the adjacent islands in the Atlantic Ocean for not recognizing Argentine sovereignty over the 

Malvinas.



He attributes to the Englishman Hawkins the discovery of the islands and maintains that they belong to England 

by virtue of his occupation of Port of the Crusade, later called Egmont, on the other island of the West or Great 

Falklands, although shortly thereafter, in May 22, 1774, the English, without being compelled leave this 

establishment continuing Spain the quiet sovereign occupation of the whole archipelago that continues the 

Argentine government after the Revolution of May 1810.

While this debate was held, and barely two months later, the government of Buenos Aires, in charge of Foreign 

Affairs, was surprised by the unexpected attack of the American war corvette "Lexington", to the Argentine 

establishment of the Island of Solitude in Malvinas, executed on December 31, 1831. His commander, Captain 

Duncan, without finding any resistance, disarmed the artillery, burned the gunpowder, disposed of public and 

private property, arrested on board the fisherman of the colony and six Peaceful citizens of the Republic, 

destroying the honest fruit of their settlers and attacking the sovereignty and honor of a friendly nation. Thus did

the representatives and the armed force of the country authored the so-called Monroe doctrine less than ten 

years proclaimed as the Americanist principle.

After a long and violent complaint before the Consul and Charge d'Affaires in Buenos Aires, the government of 

Rosas instituted a direct claim before the American government, for which purpose, by decree of June 28, 1837, 

was designated special envoy in Washington, Brigadier General Carlos Maria de Alvear, although with a negative 

result because the Minister Webster finally responded in 1841 to backdate the claim waiting, he said, what is 

resolved in litigating jurisdiction question between England and Argentina over theFalklands.

It is good to remember that the government that succeeded Rosas, after Caseros, was the President General Roca

which resumed the claim in 1884 after over forty years since I did the "tyrant infamous" ( "The English blow to 

the Malvinas Islands," by Dr. Juan G. Beltrán, year 1934. Bulletin of the Argentine Geographical Institute, tome 

VI, notebooks VIII and IX, year 1885). Before, during that period of nearly half a century, no government, well 

understood: none of the government of Urquiza, Miter, Avellaneda and Sarmiento, attempted a satisfaction for 

the damages and insult to the Argentine honor and sovereignty. However, nobody censures those Argentines 

who forgot such an imperative obligation, but denigrate to Rosas, nevertheless to be the unique one that with 

creole courage dared to say to the arrogant Uncle Sam, that "Such conduct would not have been exercised with 

nations like England And France: it can only have taken place by an ignoble abuse of the powerful against the 

weak; Or between barbarous peoples who knew no law other than the dictates of their passions, nor lent 

themselves to any other means of obtaining reparation to their certain or feigned grievances than to those of a 

blind and ferocious revenge. " (Official publication, entitled "Collection of official documents", with which the 

government instructs the legislative body of the Province of the origin and status of the pending issues with the 

US Republic of North America over the Falkland Islands, 1832. The Dr. Juan G. Beltrán, holder of this rare copy, 

transcribes its content in his work cited.)

To the Yankee outrage followed the English blow or third invasion, as has also been called. Nothing disturbed 

our friendly relations with England; Nevertheless, proceeding as it always did in all our warlike conflicts with 

Great Britain, without prior declaration of war and without doubt stimulated by the powerful northern republic, 

on January 2, 1833, one year after the Lexington bombing, Presented at the Port Luis de la Soledad de Malvinas 

the corvette of SMB Clio, commanded by Captain Onslow, who, addressing the commander of the Argentine 

schooner Sarandí, Colonel de Marina José María Pinedo, accidentally in charge of the civil and military 



command Of the islands, he called her abandonment in the following terms: "On board the SMB Clio corvette, 

Berkley Sound, January 2, 1833. I hereby inform you that I have received orders from the Commander-in-Chief 

of the SMB naval forces stationed in South America to carry out the right of Sovereignty over these islands in the 

name of His Majesty. It is my intention to raise the national flag of Great Britain to-morrow, so I ask you to lower

yours and withdraw your forces by taking all the effects, etc., belonging to your government "("The Third 

Invasion "By A. Gómez Langenheim, 1934, and several others," The Malvinas Islands, "by Paul Groussac, 1910). 

The strongest prevailed and the spoil was fulfilled.

Without delay, on January 12, the government of General Balcarce requested explanations from the Chargé 

d'Affaires of SMB in Buenos Aires, which are reiterated in protest form in a note of the day 22 to be elevated to 

the British government. And on June 17, 1833, the Argentinean Minister in London, Dr. Manuel Moreno, 

presented the first formal complaint widely based on an extensive document which is a meritorious effort in 

defense of Argentine rights and sovereignty over the Malvinas.

Viscount Palmerston, Minister of Foreign Affairs, delayed the answer until January 8, 1834, which in turn was 

reproduced by Minister Moreno in a note dated December 29 addressed to the Duke of Wellington, stating that 

the The British government ignores the question of law, essential to demonstrate who is the sovereign and 

legitimate possessor of those islands.

Upon assuming the government, Rosas, through the Argentine Charge d'Affaires in London, Mr. Federico 

Dickson, by note of December 26, 1836, demands a response to the pending claim, without success. In a new 

note dated December 18, 1841 addressed to the Earl of Aberdeen, which refers to Viscount Palmerston "Minister 

who led the plunder", expands the claim presented by Dr. Moreno and expresses in it that "The government of 

the United Provinces, confirming more and more the indisputable titles it has exhibited in its demand of June 17,

1833, and December 29, 1834, has not ceased to declare in its annual messages to the Legislature of the State its 

live Feeling that he had not yet obtained the satisfaction which he believed to be due to him, and which he had 

vainly demanded of the previous administration "("The Falkland Islands "by Paul Groussac, 1910).

The statement made in this paragraph is handwritten by Rosas. Indeed, throughout the long period of his 

government he never ceased to express in the annual messages addressed to the Junta de Representantes the 

confidence he had in recovering the possession of the Falklands under the rights of the Republic which he would 

never abandon (H. Mabragaña).

On the other hand, the governors who succeeded him, already mentioned, Urquiza, Miter, Avellaneda and 

Sarmiento, forgot, as I said, this international litigation that so profoundly affects the Argentine honor and not 

by exception mention it in their messages and much less they occupied Of remembering it to the country that 

usurps the occupation of that portion of Argentine territory.

The last protest-claim of Rosas, presented through Minister Moreno on March 10, 1842, and expresses in a strict 

way: "The United Provinces can not and will never be able to comply with the resolution of SMB that qualifies as 

Unjust and contrary to their rights, and consequently - adds - the Government of the United Provinces 

formulates this protest and gives it all the value that at present and on any other occasion may have. As can be 

seen, this note is of extraordinary value and shows the concern of Don Juan Manuel for all that it means to affirm



the Argentine sovereign rights; For that reason, Paul Groussac considers it protest of solemn and permanent 

character ("The Falkland Islands", by Paul Groussac). And if we observe that it was done in 1842, which is when 

denigrators claim that "The Malvinas Islands were the object of an attempt to renounce the unquestionable 

rights that the country has over its sovereignty that was carried out by the tyrant Rosas "("Rozas, the English 

loan of 1824 and the Malvinas Islands" in the Naval Center Bulletin, No. 564, by Humberto F. Burzio, member of 

the National Academy of History), that note proves that such statements Are an unpatriotic and unworthy 

imposture.

On the other hand, that same year of 1842 begins the English naval pressure in the River of the Silver and 

appears the representative of the lenders demanding its payment, all that gives to the posture of Rosas a seal of 

dignity and courage that does not have Similar to the position of any other Argentine president.

The English loan referred to in the negotiation of Rosas was authorized by law of November 28, 1822 of the 

Legislature of Buenos Aires and its contracting was done on July 1, 1824 through the English bankers Mr. Baring 

Brothers and Cia. Of London for the sum of 1,000,000 pounds sterling, equivalent to 5,000,000 strong pesos, 

with the rate of 70% being indicated for negotiation; But the apparent actual sum of £ 700,000 was reduced to £ 

530,000 for a new £ 120,000 write-off as early repayments and interest to cover services until 27 January 1827.

Later, on April 5, 1828, the Dorrego government authorized the bankers to sell, according to the Argentine 

minister in London, the "Asia" and "Congress" frigates, owned by the Nation, and to allocate their amount to the 

payment Of services rendered on January 12, 1828, and the service of this debt was suspended on September 1, 

1827. ("Report on Public Debt", by Dr. Pedro Agote, President of the National Public Credit, 1881).

As of that date no new payments were made, so that when Mr. Palicieu Falconet appeared in Buenos Aires in 

February 1842 on behalf of the Baring Brothers and Co. bankers demanding from Rosas the settlement of the 

debt, Situation of the government was extremely urgent.

The payments had been suspended for fifteen years. The debt amounted to 1,900,000 pounds, or 9,500,000 

pesos, which, at the time of the change, amounted to more than 200,000,000 pesos in common currency;That is 

to say, that the debt exceeded the total amount of the government budget in almost five times, since in 1842 it 

was 43,000,000 pesos common currency.

We are in the year 1843. The chronological relation of some facts evidences that England looks for a pretext for 

an armed intervention. The opportunity is provided by the recent site of Montevideo initiated by General Manuel

Oribe in the first days of February, and the presence of the squadron of the Confederation that, under the 

command of Admiral Brown, is prepared to blockade the square.

Rosas needs to attend to everything to save not only the credit of her country, but her own existence as a free and

independent nation. It is the "black snack" referred to by General Lavalle, of which the imperialist countries of 

Europe want to participate. It is the time when the powerful summons the debt collection and imposes its 

pretensions with the help of the cannons. Thus, the presence of the representative of the creditors in this 

circumstance is too suspicious. At least, the facts that follow must produce that impression in the Government of 

the Confederation.



The first difficulty was created by Commodore Purvis, appointed Commander-in-Chief of the British forces in 

South America, arrived in Montevideo on February 7, 1843. "From his arrival in the blockade area, this British 

naval officer, whose antipathy for Cause of Rosas was evident, he was famous for being impulsive and possessed 

of a marked spirit of notoriety "(Captain de Frigate Héctor R. Ratto, Military Magazine of January, 1939).

It was this sailor who, addressing the Argentine Admiral, called him "Mr. Brown, English subject"; And invoking 

that the English minister had asked the Government of the Confederation to cease operations against 

Montevideo, demanded that he refrain from taking part in them.

But Commodore Purvis did not cease in his hostile endeavor. Thus, when Brown took possession of the Isle of 

Rats and the gunpowder deposited there, he was ordered to surrender and abandon the island under threat of 

forcible action. Then, under the same threat, he demanded that the Argentine squadron leave the port of 

Montevideo. This followed the arrest of the squadron while Purvis himself facilitated the shipment of men and 

armament of the government of Montevideo that was at war with the Confederation.

Meanwhile, the English minister in Buenos Aires, Mr. Mandeville, avoided giving the pertinent explanations, 

which without a harshness created a state of uneasiness to the government of the Confederation, easily 

understandable.

Explained, thus, the international climate of the moment, let us take care of the negotiation itself.

Rosas, indeed, offered to the bankers the Malvinas in payment of the English loan of 1824 and its services owed. 

But let's see how and why he did it.

Before I deal with the negotiation itself, I want to make known the source from which I extract the 

documentation that I must serve once more to reject the false statements that have been repeated with impunity 

and to give the documents the true, exact and honest interpretation which, with light meridiana arises from its 

own texts.

On April 18, 1880, the United States Minister in Buenos Aires, Mr. Tomás O. Osborne, transmitted a request 

from the Minister of Foreign Affairs of his country, Mr. Guillermo M. Evarts, in the sense that the Argentine 

government made it known Extensive information on the financial, economic and monetary history of the 

Argentine Republic.

That delicate task was entrusted to Dr. Pedro Agote, who was issued in October 1881. It was in that official 

document, which was made public for the first time that Rosas tried to cancel the entire English loan of 1824 

and owed services, giving in return the Falkland Islands.

It was not, therefore, a discovery of the anti-revolutionary investigators to give that documentation. Dr. Agote 

initiated them in the search; But, unfortunately, they did not try to find the Argentine truth and justify the facts, 

but to find the motive for denigrating the president, giving the documents an absurd interpretation, as if it were 

foolish and foolish, innocuous and malicious.



In this regard, I should note that Dr. Agote, in discussing this loan and a few paragraphs prior to the 

appointment of Rosas, makes a statement that contrasts with the infundies of his enemies; He said: "I want to 

state in this document destined for a foreign government that the governments of Buenos Aires and of the Nation

have never lost sight of this obligation, and that in the midst of the civil and national wars that have afflicted 

them in long periods Of their agitated existence, have never forgotten this commitment of honor which, 

alternately recognized by one or the other, have fulfilled as they have been possible, offering testimonies of 

honesty and detachment that there is no example in the history of any people that surpasses them".

"The historical relation of the English loan of 1824 is a splendid proof of this truth; And by placing it in the 

following pages, I fulfill a patriotic duty, at the same time as offering an example of republican honesty, which 

should serve as a rule to measure at all times and circumstances, national commitments."

In this climate of international uneasiness and economic difficulties to which I have referred in previous 

paragraphs, Rosas commissioned Minister Insiarte to understand Mr. Falconet.

"In carrying out his task," says Dr. Agote in his report, "the Minister Insiarte told the man (Falconet) in a note 

dated February 17, 1843, that the government had encountered difficulties in doing this service, and Announced, 

in testimony to his desire to make an arrangement with the creditors, to have authorized the Argentine Minister 

in London to make to the government of his Britannic Majesty the proposition of yielding the Malvinas Islands in

payment of the debt.

"This note - adds Dr. Agote- abounds in considerations about the rights of the Republic to the islands, and the 

confidence that that they are recognized by the British government."

It is not true, therefore, that Rosas renounced the sovereignty of the islands as it has been falsely said repeatedly. 

On the contrary, in the notes that Minister Arana addressed to Dr. Moreno and to agent Mr. Dickson on 

December 23, 1842, it is said: "Ser. Gobor. Has believed that this is also the opportunity for the Ser. Moreno in 

accordance with his instructions sue the Gvno. SMB compensation for the right of the Falkland Islands, and 

enters this the loan and its overdue rents and win "…

In the notes, Dr. Moreno does not say that he has appealed to the English government; On the contrary, in April 

5, 1843, he communicates to Arana: "We have conferred with Mr. Dickson at length before taking the necessary 

steps; And we find so many difficulties, which in fact makes us think that although the idea of this transaction is 

absolutely just and reasonable in its substance, there is at present no probability of making it practicable.As long 

as this Government denies the sovereignty of the islands to the Republic, as it has hitherto done, it does not 

induce it to compensation for the assignment of that Domain. "

According to these notes, which Mr. Burzio fully transcribes in his article in the Bulletin of the Naval Center, 

none of the statements that have been made are verified. On theother hand what are the directions to which 

reference is made in the first? In the same Bulletin mentioned, reference is made to a note from Arana dated 

November 21, 1838, which the author transcribes in the following terms: "Additional article to the instructions 

given today to the Minister Plenipotentiary Dr. Dn. Manuel Moreno. "



"This will insist that opportunity arose in the claim regarding the occupation of the Falkland Islands and then 

explore with sagacity without being can transcend being thought of this government if there would be available

at the SMB to make way for a financial transaction, Which would be to cancel the outstanding debt of the 

Argentine Business. "

Judging by the terms of these instructions and provided there are no other, it seems that Rosas did not intend to 

fulfill the sale and only intended to explore with sagacity the mood of the British government. On this note I will 

deal later.

Falconet in a note dated February 21, 1844, does not accept the proposition "for not offering the pending issue of 

the Falkland Islands a prompt and favorable outcome, the British Foreign Minister Lord Aberdeen having 

rejected all claims in this regard." Answer, does not lead one to think that the offer was made to the English 

government, and it is only the expression of the bankers' knowledge of the response that Lord Aberdeen gave to 

Minister Moreno in 1842 to close the discussion held earlier. In spite of this refusal, it is insisted on the offer to 

the bankers:

"Dr. Insiarte minister note of March 20, 1844, reiterates the offer of the Malvinas and insists on the legitimacy of

the rights of the Republic to the territory of" the islands, whose assignment to the British lenders was the means 

sooner and Effective way to cover this debt. "

As can be seen from these transcriptions of Dr. Agote's report, there is the intention of insisting on lengthening 

the procedure. It is not an improvised proposal because, to the desire to show good will to solve the request and 

the economic difficulties that oppose it, the situation was extraordinarily embarrassing by the mortgage 

responsibility that was weighing on the loan. Indeed; President Rivadavia, through his Minister of Finance who 

was Dr. Salvador Maria del Carril, by note dated April 27, 1826, says Dr. Agote: "I communicate to Mr. Baring 

Brothers and Company. It is taking measures to ensure the service, making note that the loan was now 

guaranteed throughout the territory of the United Provinces of the Río de la Plata. "

This last circumstance, which is not spoken by those who denounce the attitude of Rosas, for having undoubtedly

circumscribed the mortgage liability to these remote islands, a small part of the whole territory of the United 

Provinces, valued by Rivadavia in a million pounds , However, is of enormous importance because it was 

precisely around 1842 and 1843 that dismemberments of the national territory were attempted; And that the 

British government itself is offered the protectorate of the provinces of Entre Ríos, Corrientes and the Missions, 

that no other was the objective of the mission of Florencio Varela in those years; But of this aspect I have to 

occupy myself in a separate place. 

It is evident, then, that the notes exchanged between Minister Arana and the Argentine minister in London were 

strictly confidential between them; That the English Government did not know officially this offer and that he 

had no other purpose than to give time to seek an advantageous solution with Mr. Falconet, as indeed it did. But, 

if it were not so, it would be an international transaction of which there are many examples in Europe and 

America.



And as regards the advantage of the operation, it is enough to read the note of Minister Moreno of April 5, 1843, 

to astonish us that our representatives in London considered that the islands were not worth at that time the 

amount of the loan and the services due, saying: "Our debt to the vanquished in 15 years that have not been paid

interest, go for one million nine hundred thousand pounds and is mui doubtful that this government aviniese to

estimate this figure, or anything that came near her the expected compensation. " (Bulletin of the Naval Center, 

No. 564, supra)

So far I have dealt with the negotiated call of the Malvinas in 1842. Now I want to insist on the confidential note 

from Arana to Moreno dated November 21, 1838, which I have transcribed before, because the denigrators of 

Rosas mention it as the origin of "the ideanationalist to trade a matter of national honor ". That document was 

facilitated by Dr. Isidoro Ruiz Moreno (son) to Dr. Jorge Lavalle Cobo, who published it in 1940; And in 1944 is 

reproduced by the Academician of History Mr. Humberto F. Burzio. (Bulletin of the Naval Center, No. 564, 

January-February 1944)

I take the quotation not because of the value of the references but because of the fact that the same transcription 

and fragmentary part of Moreno's note of April 5, 1843, have just been reproduced in a pamphlet published by 

Mr. Héctor C. Quesada in his Character of Director of the General Archive of the Nation and whose purpose is to 

disseminate the knowledge of documents on this subject. ("The Malvinas are Argentineans", by Hector C. 

Quesada, Secretary of Education of the Nation, July 1948.)

Mr. Quesada then expresses "that in the file there is no further background on Moreno's efforts" and ends with 

this brief comment:

"This purpose of Rosas, in fact simple change of notes between Arana, Moreno and Dickson without official 

knowledge of the Foriegn Office constitutes a mistake of government but at the same time reveals that it 

maintained our rights at all times. The proofs are covered with all whimsical conjecture."

Those sensible words of the director of the National Archive would have been enough to close the analysis of this 

episode; However, I collect them to save the error, precisely, that the commentator incurs when he considers that

the passage of Roses "constitutes a mistake of government." I think the opposite: it was a skill of statesman 

sagacious in an international moment no less serious than the one that had to face the year 1842, as I will try to 

prove it in tight synthesis.

For reasons of space, I can not give the question the extent of this aspect of our history, poorly studied by the 

"official" historiographers who systematically misrepresented the facts and their documentation giving them 

absurd interpretations, when they did not choose to silence or fragment the documents , Even mutilating them 

with deletions that detract from their probative value or alter the thinking of their authors, as has been 

happening with the correspondence of General San Martin. That is why I am going to limit my appointments to 

John E. Cady, a modern American author who, after an extraordinary search of the archives of the chancelleries 

of France, England and the United States, has written his book, entitled "Foreign Intervention in Rio de la Plata, 

1838-1850, "with an astonishing collection of documentary references that expose in the light of truth the 

interweaves of those events hitherto unknown or concealed by our liberal historians.



Before entering into the matter on this point, I ask my readers to bear in mind that the note referred to is dated 

November 21, 1838, and that the events which I shall relate and the documents relating to them are of a date 

which preceded it and followed it . That is, they are causes or effect, and give rise or justify the attitude of Rosas; 

And even more, explain the thought of Rosas.

Canning's policy had given Britain a clear predominance in South America, which in the case of Argentina was 

accentuated in its commercial aspect as a result of the important 1824 loan contracted through Messrs. Baring 

Brothers and Company. On the other hand, the United States did nothing to overtake Great Britain in that 

struggle of predominance that was beginning. On the contrary, after the attack on the Malvinas Islands, he 

showed signs of favoring England in that claim, and in all his acts showed that the Monroe doctrine did not in 

any way oblige the country of its origin (WS Robertson, "South America and the Monroe Doctrine "). Cady tells 

us that Mr. Baylies American charge when leaving Buenos Aires, he did , "advising the United States declared 

war on the insolent government of Buenos Aires"(State Department, Rep, Rag. Desp. 4 Baylies to Livingston, 

September 26, 1832). The insolence of Rosas, as we have seen, consisted in having defended with dignity the 

national dignity without being frightened by the powerful.

Known are the difficulties originated by the covert pretensions of the French vice-consul Mr. Aimé Roger that 

motivated retorts that France simulated scandalous. In January 1838, a government spokesman said: "Only with 

the support of a powerful navy can new markets open to French products."(The Merchant Gazette of March 31, 

1838.) Ministère des Affaires Etrangères (France), Argentina, 25, p.401, memorandum of the French government

of late 1838.) On March 24, 1838, Admiral Leblanc appeared and supported Mr. Roger presents three claims that

the government must answer within two days. Rosas, it does; But he says to the admiral that, "To demand over 

the mouth of the canyon privileges that can only be granted by treaty is what this government, as insignificant as 

one may wish, will never submit." (Aff. Etrangères, Argentina, 24, pp. 4-8.) The blockade was declared. The 

consul did not admit the preferential treatment given to the British in commercial and financial matters, and to 

these clouds were added the unitary traitors who, together with the invader and Uruguay, seized the island of 

Martin Garcia on October 11, 1838.

Domingo Cullen, governor delegate of Santa Fe, promotes difficulties with the provinces of the coast that the 

French take advantage to raise the enemies of Rosas. On December 31, 1838, an offensive and defensive alliance 

was celebrated between the eastern government and the governor of Corrientes Berón de Astrada, in which, by 

its 7th clause, the King of the French participated to lift the blockade in exchange for exercising In its favor the 

free passage of its flag by the Argentine rivers. (Official Register, year 1839, No. 2749.)

Another event had to stir Rosas, so defending of the sovereignties River Plate. In 1838 the British Consul in 

Montevideo was interviewed unofficially to propose that his government take under its protection the Eastern 

State as a means to end the Civil War (Foreign Office, 6, 63, Mandeville to Strangeways, February 14, 1838). Was 

suggested to Consul Hood by a Mr. Muñoz, former Minister of Finance of the Oribe Government. ")

Cady says: "The most powerful financial and commercial interests of England, directed the chorus of denials 

thrown to France." "The British government could do little, however. It was impossible to ignore France's right to

use the measures of force that he used so often. "Palmerston, although he did not accept the events taking place 



in Buenos Aires, seeks a conciliation and so insinuates the Argentine minister in London, Dr. Moreno.(Foreign 

Office, 6, 72, from Palmerston to Moreno, April 23, 1839.)

It is in this period that Rosas, by note from Arana to Moreno, suggests that he "explore with sagacity" if the SMB 

government would be willing to a pecuniary transaction to cancel the pending debt. The services of the loan have 

not been paid for ten years. It is evident that the governor of Buenos Aires is interested, when the opportunity 

arrives, to demonstrate his commitment to respect and to fulfill the credit of the English lenders and endeavors 

to satisfy the British government by agreeing facilities to him in these moments in which one is fighting for the 

commercial predominance.

Rosas is firmly convinced that he does not have the American support, before whose government he has just 

appointed a representative to initiate the direct claim for the "Lexington" outrage and for the events previously 

reported; Its situation is very serious and it is necessary to save credit, honor, sovereignty and even the freedom 

of the Nation. Let us speak the historian Cady, who, like no one, has gone through the archives of the 

Chancelleries and who, being an American, can not be dismissed as biased in favor of Rosas.

"To secure British sympathies," Cady says, "the governor had the clever gesture of acceding to Mandeville's 

request that goods brought in from abroad, despite the blockade, be dispatched with a reduction of one-third of 

the duties previously paid." (Foreign Office, 6, 64, from Mandeville to Palmerston, June 14, 1838.)

"In breaking with Leblanc, Rosas threw himself into the arms of his friend Mandeville, leaving the English 

occupation of the Malvinas Islands completely relegated to oblivion.The government departed from the policy 

hitherto emphasized, both in private and in public, that French operations were in reality an attack on the 

privileged position of the British, and that the success of their intrigues would mean the fall of the favorable party

To England "(Foreign Office, 6, 69, from Mandeville to Palmerston, 24 January 1839, British Foreign and State 

Papers, 27, pp. 713-716).

"The French representatives in Montevideo who, of course, did not know the British instructions, only saw 

Mandeville's intimacy with Rosas, and suspected that the government of London was actually encouraging their 

enemy in their exasperating obstinacy ... Palmerston argued that Consul Roger had made of the French claims a 

pretext to intervene by force in the internal affairs of the political parties of Buenos Aires ... It is not presumed 

that for these reasons the other nations consent to see their commercial relations with Buenos Aires interrupted 

by France. "(Foreign Office, 6, 72, memorandum dated March 2, 1839 with a summary of instructions given to 

Granville (ambassador in Paris) until January 18, 1839.)

He triumphed thus, the sagacity of the Argentine ruler and what they did not see or intentionally concealed their 

denigrators is told by a foreign historian. Possibly because of that circumstance and be a reference "foreign 

made" finally convinced they will by and keep silent. It will be one of the few times they receive a good foreign 

inspiration that will contribute to the task of Argentinizing Argentines according to a happy expression of our 

President.



With this brief review I wanted to show that the note Moreno Arana 1838 no "constitutes an error of 

government" but a ruse sagacious statesman without compromising anything that Rosas wanted to win the 

goodwill of the British government.

The liberal historians and the opportunists who make them choir, in their eagerness to throw up denunciations 

against Rosas, reach such a surprising degree of obfuscation that they do not see the weapons that can be fought 

against them, so that sooner or later the falsified history will fall and impose itself the truth. And then, as an 

illustrious historian has just put it: "How many great will appear small and how many small will appear great!"

With this purpose and to raise Rosas to the height that has been placed by the Liberator San Martin, I will refer 

to some of the dismemberments suffered by our territorial heritage and those who by chance did not want God to

be carried out. The reader will make his judgment and will appreciate some of the acts that I am going to report 

deserve a greater repudiation than the one that has been tried to put Rosas in the matter of Las Malvinas.

I overlook the loss of the Eastern Province, of Paraguay and those of Upper Peru, now converted into the 

Republic of Bolivia, which, because of the blindness of illustrious Argentinians, disintegrated from the 

Viceroyalty of the Rio de La Plata. Following the chronological order I will enumerate the main ones:

1) In 1815, the Supreme Director of the United Provinces of the Rio de la Plata, Don Carlos Maria de Alvear, 

signed two surprising notes. One addressed to the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Great Britain in which he says:

"These provinces wish to belong to Great Britain, to receive its laws, to obey its government and to live under its 

powerful influence. They are left unconditionally to the generosity and good faith of the English people and I am 

determined to hold such a just request ... " And he ended: "It is necessary to take advantage of the moments, to 

come troops that impose the unruly geniuses and a fully authorized leader …"

The other note, addressed to Lord Strangford, insists on its purpose and adds: "England, which has protected the

freedom of blacks on the African coast, by forcibly preventing the trade of slavery from their most intimate allies,

can not abandon To their fate to the inhabitants of the Rio de la Plata in the very act in which they throw 

themselves into their generous arms. " Miter calls these documents product of a moment of weakness ... (History 

of Belgrano, by Bartolomé Miter, chapter XXVI) Alvear has a magnificent monument in prominent site of the 

Capital and history silences this affront.

2) On the Andean frontier, the Argentine Emigrant Commission was established in Chile. It was constituted by 

General Gregorio de Las Heras as President, Domingo F. Sarmiento, Domingo de Oro, José Luis Calle, and other 

Argentines. Like that of Montevideo, he committed himself aggressively to incite the Confederation.

It is March 11, 1835. Rosas has assumed the government; But, for official historians, he was already "a bloody 

tyrant." Don Jose Luis Calle, who acted as secretary of the Argentine Commission, addressed the dictator of 

Chile, Don Diego Portales, on that date, and said:

"There is today in Santiago a commission sent by the provinces of Mendoza and San Juan near the government 

of the Republic … It will not be difficult to obtain the incorporation of those provinces this republic. I think it 

convenient to say to you the reasons you have in mind, to believe that the government of Chile would not reject 



the request of the provinces of Mendoza and San Juan to be admitted to the political association of this country. 

Reasons and adds:

"I would excuse perhaps enumerating among these reasons that nothing seems more natural than that a country 

always supports any idea that might stimulate its aggrandizement ..." Why continue with the transcript of this 

document that embarrasses us? Conspicuous unit concluded his offer, saying:". Would you look at this matter 

under the same. For this case I will answer to Mendoza about what I am told, and what is now the object of a 

reserved letter would become a positive fact. "

Fortunately, at that time the Chilean government had already resolved its war against the Peru-Bolivian 

Confederation, and Argentina, which could not without great sacrifices have avoided this enormous 

dismemberment, avoided that danger by the Chilean president's own decision.

Gates replied: ". That front of that betrayal, he understood that Quiroga was a hero, and well deserved his 

countrymen to be under the edge of the sword" ( "The Time of Roses" by Ernesto Quesada, 1923 (Jubilee 

Edition) "The National Unit ", by Ricardo Font Ezcurra, edition 1941." Diego Portales ", B. Vicuña Mackenna, 

Valparaíso, 1863, volume II.) This answer avoids all comment.

Years later, in 1842, the year in which Rosas was credited with the surrender of the Malvinas, an illustrious 

Argentinian caused a disintegration which, unfortunately, took place; I am referring to Domingo Faustino 

Sarmiento who, in November 10, 1842, began in the newspaper of Santiago "El Progreso" an obstinate 

journalistic campaign to demonstrate that Chile had unquestionable rights on the Strait of Magellan and the 

adjacent lands, and in a formidable editorial of the 28 of November openly incites Chile to occupy that part of its 

homeland. He says: "For Chile suffices in the matter we try to say I want, and the Strait of Magellan becomes a 

focus of Commerce, civilization and industry, which in a few years can overlap all the shopping centers of South 

America ... we will repeat it to the satiety; That point is called to play a great role in the commerce of the world. 

"It encourages Chile with the example of the European countries "that are hunting for land to form colonies and 

that anticipate a century in the occupation of those points that offer the slightest commercial importance" and 

adds, not giving importance and mofándose Rosas's defenses: "the England is parked in the Falklands to vent 

after the right to have it. On the other hand, there is no shortage every year in the message of the government of 

Buenos Aires, the obligatory paragraph: "The Government continues its claims, and awaits the justice of the 

British cabinet to be attended" ("The National Unity", by Ricardo Font Ezcurra, 1941. "The original transcript has

been certified by the General Directorate of Libraries, Archives and Museums of Santiago de Chile, at the request

of Dr. Font Ezcurra on August 21, 1937") Chile occupied those territories on September 21 1843.

Sarmiento acted in conscience and shows thought of statesman; But it is painful to see that on this occasion his 

talents were at the service of a dismemberment, which, in addition to what it means as a territorial loss, will 

create the country difficulties for its future Antarctic expansion.

4) Sarmiento, thrown into the torrent of serving Chile is not contained, nor the years appease him; Thus, on 

March 11, 1849, a new editorial published in "La Crónica" encouraged the Chilean government to occupy the 

territories of Patagonia by proclaiming their rights. He says: "Among its territories populated mediate the Black 

and Colorado rivers as natural barriers to contain the barbarians, median dilated regions known under the name 



of Patagonia, occupied by wild country and that neither the Crown of Spain, and Buenos Aireshave tried to take 

up today".

And add this enormity: "It remains to know even if the title of erection of the Viceroyalty of Buenos Aires states 

that the lands to the south of Mendoza and still owned by Chileans entered the demarcation of the Viceroyalty, 

which not to, Chile could claim the entire territory that mediates between Magallanes and the provinces of 

Cuyo " (" La Argentina and Chile Republic "before the arbitrator, by Luis V. Varela, 1901." National Unity ", by R.

Font Ezcurra.)

Others are reminded that in the litigation of limits, Chile claimed for itself the Patagonia Argentina.

5) After the defeat of the Eastern President Fructuoso Rivera on December 6, 1842, his intentions to build with 

the addition of Entre Rios, Corrientes, the Missions and the Eastern Band a great state limited by the ocean and 

the rivers Paraná and Paraguay. The pretensions are made more modest, and the Argentine Commission in 

Montevideo reduces the plan to form an independent state with the first two provinces and the territory of 

Misiones under the protection of France or Great Britain. The presentation of this dismemberment plan and the 

"commercial and political advantages" that would be produced by Dr. Florencio Varela in a "Report" presented 

Mr. Sinimbú, Brazilian Minister, to the French agent and the English Commodore Purvis, who in those Moments

he harassed Rosas, as I said.

They all agreed that Dr. Varela himself should be commissioned before the Cortes of London and Paris to execute

the plan, and the Foreign Minister of Uruguay, Mr. Vazquez, designated him as the confidential envoy of that 

country. I will not elaborate on this mission which the "illustrious martyr of freedom" performed unscrupulously 

between August 1843 and February 1844.

General José María Paz, in his memoirs, tells us: "When Dr. Florencio Varela left Montevideo to play a 

confidential commission near the British government in 1843, he had a conference with me asking whether he 

approved the thought of separation of The provinces of Entre Ríos and Corrientes to form an independent State: 

my reply was strict and negative ... Mr. Varela carried out his mission and from what we have seen, persuaded 

me that he made use of the idea of establishing an independent State among the Rivers Parana and Uruguay, 

which I believe would greatly flatter European governments, particularly English."

In Paz's correspondence with the author of the "Memoria", he says that this "was intended to prove that the 

project was very useful to the Argentine Republic" to which it responds: "to be recommended as our country is 

convenient, it is That I do not fit in my head. "(" Republican Evolution ", by Adolfo Saldías, appendix, chapter X,"

Diplomacy of the Defense of Montevideo ", correspondence of Dr. Manuel Herrera and Obes," Autobiography of 

Florencio Varela ", Montevideo , 1848, "Memory of General José María Paz").

As the only commentary to this attempt, I will say that the distant Falklands are really insignificant when 

compared with the extensive and rich Argentine Mesopotamian territories; And how much stupor causes that the

official history has hidden to those that without modesty wanted to leave those provinces taking them from the 

very entrails of the Nation, and instead concentrates all their anger in a false imputation to Rosas.



6) "The defenders of Montevideo" were not discouraged. In the middle of June of 1848 the minister doctor 

Manuel Herrera and Obes accredited as confidential agent before the English government to Mr. Adolph Priel so 

that he insisted on obtaining that the provinces of Entre Ríos and Corrientes formed an independent State 

(Martín García and the jurisdiction of the Silver ", by Agustín de Vedia, 1908.)

This fraternal mission was to be completed by the Uruguayan Consul in London, Colonel Juan J. O'Brien, an 

assistant to General San Martin, who was later made general by Marshal Santa Cruz, to whom he served during 

the war of the Peruvian-Bolivian confederation against The Argentine Confederation in 1837-1838.

To this new Uruguayan-unitary pretension he put an end to Lord Palmerston, dismissing the agent with his 

famous letter of November 13, 1848, which produced so much stir in the Banda Oriental and in particular among

the unitary emigres. In it, the British Chancellor, among other things said to O'Brien: "the parties now seem 

to direct business Montevideo are a handful of foreign military adventurers who have possession of the city 

and dominate the nominal government of the same ". ("Diplomacy of the Defense of Montevideo", 

correspondence of Dr. Manuel Herrera and Obes.)

The last demonstration originated an Uruguayan claim.

As a sole commentary I will recall that a few years ago, when the remnants of this foreign soldier, who had little 

respect for Argentina learned from his Head General San Martin, were brought to the country, there were some 

unsuspecting liberals who, without more knowledge than Grosso's story than so many hearts Juveniles has 

poisoned, tried to deposit his urn next to the Liberator, nothing less than in his own mausoleum of the 

Metropolitan Cathedral.

In the meantime, Rosas is still on the English soil, unable to rest in a few inches of the land that he defended with

so much patriotism and that we do not see him converted into several republiquetas.

To conclude this chapter, I will say that if we pause to think about the two opposing tendencies that were debated

in our country in those years and that both sought an echo of support and appeal in the Court of England, we will

understand the impression of Anarchy, and ruin which were to produce in that government the dismemberment 

and imploration of protectorate over Argentine territories offered without shame by their children lost to satisfy 

political passions; And how little importance it would be to Rosas, who, in the midst of that "march" of valuable 

Argentine lands, tried to assert the small and distant Malvinas to contain the powerful that threatened our total 

political independence.
.

In the preceding chapters I have shown that the renunciation of sovereignty attributed to Rosas is a false 

imputation; Likewise, I believe that I have proved with the evidence of the documents themselves that the offer 

of Las Malvinas in payment of the loan of 1824 and its interests was a proposal made exclusively to the bankers' 

representative, and that in 1838 In 1842 such a proposal was made to the British government; This matter was 

treated confidentially between the Argentine government and its representative in London and everything makes

it appear in a scheme to overcome the difficult situation created by the large amount owed and the mortgage 

liability instituted by Rivadavia that guarantees its payment with the territory of the United Provinces; and all 

that, it must be added the threats that finally became reality two international wars fought with France over and 



with France and England joined the other race latter, which the General San Martin told him, " in my Opinion, is

as transcendent as that of our emancipation from Spain."

There is no doubt that Rosas, during those unfortunate hours of our history, in struggle with the unitary betrayal 

and the dismemberments they provoked, could have felt very closely the need to appeal to the extreme resource 

of making territorial concessions to keep the peace and prevent the Powerful will overwhelm our nationality. But 

his firm decision did not allow that to happen as it has happened during other governments.

In this chapter I want to show the reader that this thought was in the minds of illustrious Argentines in 

circumstances in which the danger of a possible war, certainly less serious than those which Rosas maintained, 

obscured the horizon of the country. So, for the sake of peace, they preferred the loss of the vast and rich 

territories of our soil, and posterity has not censured them or suspected that in their decisions they deprived 

them of anything other than the good of the country. So why not think in the same way when judging Rosas who 

was the champion of the defense of Argentine sovereignty?

Our questions of limits, and in particular the long and vexed with Chile, give us an example of a territorial 

dispute in which our rights of sovereignty were seriously compromised by the demands and bellicosity of the 

brother country in circumstances in which our material means of defense Were very weak.

nitiated by a senseless propaganda that stimulated the Chilean pretensions, it was aggravated by proposals that 

harmed the Argentine interests, and gradually lost its peaceful character to become such a delicate situation that 

induced both countries to remain threatening in the war.

In the session of the Senate dated May 14, 1871, the year in which our tenseness with the brother country became

very serious, Bartolomé Miter took advantage of the opportunity of the debate of the law organizing the national 

territories, and referring to the limits of some Of those territories with the neighboring countries said: "I 

consider it a happy circumstance that such matters are dealt, even by incident, within the Argentine Congress, 

from the top of the parliamentary tribune, so that the country may take notice of them, That the word of the 

representatives of the Argentine people has repercussions in the areas of neighboring nations, because our 

intentions and our opinions are expressed in the light of day and in the middle of a free debate, the conscience of 

a good policy is formed in own and strangers International, founded on peace, mutual respect, and inspired by 

high considerations to consult the great interests of the present and the future, while maintaining firmly and 

quietly our right, without weakness and arrogance.

And Miter unintentionally placed Rosas in the true position that his detractors deny him by holding that: "These 

issues, which doubtless have the seriousness and importance of all those affecting the territorial sovereignty of 

independent states, do not Nevertheless the gravity of those, that affecting at the same time its honor and its 

security, fatally drag to the extreme resolutions ". That is to say, that the cases to which the speaker referred were

far from having the seriousness of the events that happened in the years that the Confederation saw threatened 

his honor, his security and his own independence and that fortunately for the nationality his face was Don Juan 

Manuel who made him the Liberator this confession: "I have never doubted that our country had to be ashamed

of any humiliating grant you presiding over their destinies."



Following the presentation, Don Bartolo, referred to the three issues of outstanding limits that could cause 

difficulties to the Republic, and all involved the transfer of land from the Argentine land.

"It is undoubted that Bolivia needs more than we do from the coasts and ports of Alto Paraguay," said Miter, 

"and that our international policy towards this neighboring Republic and sister must be inspired by 

considerations higher than that of strict law, and obey Laws more imperious and equitable than those dictated by

the will of men contrary to those of nature. "

And I add:

"I do not wish in this part to compromise the politics of my country or anticipate the vote of the Congress; But I 

think that if under these auspices the question of limits that we have with Bolivia were submitted to the vote of 

the representatives of the Argentine people, they, inspired by higher sentiments and considerations of greater 

transcendence, would resolve it fraternally in the sense of the interests of the Bolivian people, even giving our 

own right ... " And these beautiful words, which have cost the loss of very rich essential mining regions for the 

security of the nation, were made despite the fact that in the opinion of Mitre" questions of limits that we Or we 

can have with Bolivia ... in no case will be cause for war ... ".

As for Brazil, Miter said:

"With regard to Brazil, our boundary question with him, only affects a limb of our territory, admirably located is

true, full of natural resources and great future; but largely unpopulated … and it is expected that after the 

common sacrifices that both nations have made in honor of peace in these countries, having fraternized in the 

battlefield, inspired by a noble political idea, this will contribute Even more so to a moral and quiet solution. " So 

it was, indeed; But we lost those magnificent Mesopotamian lands in honor of peace.

The list continues with regard to Chile; And it is good to remember that his pretensions included the Magellanic 

territories and almost all of Patagonia.

"I need not say," says Miter, "that I consider our historical and legal titles unquestionable; And if there were any 

doubts about the matter, the very constitution of Chile recognizes them explicitly, the Providence having drawn 

between the two countries through the Cordillera de los Andes, a dividing line, natural and eternal. " And 

glossing to Sarmiento in his journalistic campaign "Chronicle" of Santiago in March 1849 stated that "A border 

territory belong to one of the two States who take their occupation without damaging or impairing the 

interests of the other,"Don Bartolo Completed his thought, saying:

"Admitting however the discussion, as befits between good neighbors, and willing and with respect to Bolivia to 

draw inspiration higher than the considerations of law strict respect of territories largely chaotic part, dominated

by wild, we can accept the questionable territory, Not as a field of struggle, but as a field of rehearsal for the 

expansive force of civilization. The question then comes down to which of the two nations will have the most 

expansive force, which will conquer more land through the population, and which will sooner and better 

people obeying the law of progress, than in Definitive will flow into the neighbor's good. " ("Harangues 

Bartolome Mitre" library "The Nation", Volume II °, 1902.)



And this generosity of Miter, despite the reflections he makes on our rights and nonetheless the existing 

commitments that establish "that our questions of limits will never be of war" lead him to proclaim and advise 

these dismemberments because they are for the benefit of the peace.

Many are the men of that time who thought or at least worked in the same way. So who would dare to raise the 

suspicion that Dr. Carlos Pellegrini was imbued with purposes contrary to the national interest? However, that 

illustrious citizen also, in that opportunity preferred to lose Argentine territories for the benefit of the peace.

Dr. Juan G. Beltrán, in his work "The English Claw to the Malvinas Islands", year 1934, says:

"When the Argentine-Chilean border issue and the possibility of a military solution was discussed in secret 

session in the Argentine Senate, Pellegrini advised: wait ... wait to beat the opponent with our ally that was 

then and now: time. What are some hundred leagues of territory worth more or less within our own, alongside

the benefits and the immense value of peace? It was his argument. His prophetic vision was widely fulfilled. "

Yes; There was peace, but we lost vast and valuable territories.

If we pause to think what would have happened if Rosas, instead of her iron resistance had chosen to ensure 

peace, so seriously compromised then, by territorial delivery, we would conclude that today we would be 

anything but Argentineans. Let us be benevolent and admit that these ideas were not born of unpatriotic 

inspiration but imposed by circumstances, and as a result of errors and unpredictions of those rulers and public 

men.

In my opinion, Miter's statements were as inopportune as they were unpolitical. Chile increased its pretensions, 

and the arbitrators to whom all these litigation of limits invariably lauded against the Argentine Republic, to 

which they undoubtedly cut off those enormous extensions of territories that the liberal Argentine leaders 

generously offered in holocausto of the peace.

What irritates us is that these conceptions and the judgments that have deserved those who made the official 

history are favorable to Miter and other illustrious Argentines and not to Don Juan Manuel de Rosas who, like 

none, defended our sovereignty and during his agitated government Country did not lose a single inch of land in 

spite of living in a continuous state of war and under the staleness and greed of the most powerful imperialist 

countries of the time.

And to finish this review, maybe tacked bad, but well inspired sine ira et studio, I shall refer to the last two 

points. Systematically has hidden the documentary and probative contribution made by Rosas and the illustrious

foreign ministers who accompanied him in these emergencies; And it has never been said, as fair censorship, that

it was necessary that more than 30 years after Caseros took place, so that the government could resume the 

malicious controversy in 1884. Meanwhile, there remains the mockery that Sarmiento did to the Restorer in the 

columns of "The Chronicle" of Chile for his insistence on keeping these issues latent throughout his government.

During the presidency of General Julio A. Roca in 1884, special circumstances caused these issues to be resumed 

and in particular because the English minister in Buenos Aires, Mr. Edmundo Monson, demanded the 

publication of maps and concepts about Argentine sovereignty in The Falkland Islands. Undoubtedly, after so 



many years elapsed, the matter would have taken the government somewhat unprepared. It was at that time that 

was believed to be a valuable contribution to use a bulky labeled file "Important about Malvinas" the 

handwriting of Roses, which was part of the copious documentation provided to Dr. Adolfo Saldías to write his 

important History of the Argentina Confederation.

That file was formed by the following original or officially documented documents:

Protest Charge d'Affaires and SMB; exposure on aggression in Malvinas perpetrated by the commander of 

American corvette "Lexington"; report of the military and political commander of the Falklands; correspondence

Minister of Foreign Affairs of Buenos Aires with the US consul and the commander of the "Lexington"; collection

of official documents on Malvinas and appendix printed; correspondence with the Minister of Foreign Affairs of 

the United States and the SMB; claim the Argentine government on the sovereignty of Malvinas Argentina; news

of the Falkland Islands and the Argentine government rights over them which is a report presented to the 

government of Buenos Aires by the Consul General of France (p.84) Mr. De Vins de Payssac; The statements of 

the eyewitnesses of the attack with a copy of "El Lucero" of February 15, 1832 which also published them; The 

"History of Travel and Discoveries in the Pacific Ocean" by Burney and; "Journey Around the World" by Byron; 

the office of Bridge , including detailed part of Madariaga on the surrender of Port Egmont; And the 

correspondence of Madariaga himself and all that related to the capitulation granted to the British forces for his 

departure from Port Egmont recorded in the state papers published in the Annual Register of 1771 (volume 14, 

7th edition, London 1817) and many Other important pieces.

This file, with all its references, was delivered in its own hand to the President of the Nation Julio A. Roca in 

1884 by Dr. Saldías to the Archive of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and to be used in the new Argentine demand

that that year Present themselves to the governments of SMB and the United States. The existence of this 

documentation prepared and preserved by Rosas, among the papers that led to the exile of those who became 

jealous guardian, is the most conclusive proof of the importance he assigned to them and of the preferential and 

personal attention he rendered To these issues.

Once the complaint and answer that the government of Roca had been written, it was submitted to the opinion of

Mr. Bartolomé Miter, who returned it with a document titled:

"Remarks to the Reserved Party of January 28, 1884, and to the corresponding Memorandum on the question of 

the Falkland Islands, pending with Great Britain and the United States." (Antecedents of this claim and Miter's 

observations were published in notebooks VIII and IX of Volume VI of the Bulletin of the Argentine 

Geographical Institute, Year 1885.)

For reasons of space I can not transcribe this document extensively; But I will say that very little means the 

contribution of Miter that is pessimistic and restrictive with respect to Argentine rights; On the other hand, gives 

great value to the documentation exhibited by the British government, although it does not cite the evidence to 

which it refers and where it has consulted them, nevertheless declares that these official tests persuade and 

annihilate. In spite of the opinion of Don Bartolo I think that we should not be alarmed because of his advice is a 

balance; Miter did not know or worry about the study of the wicked suit.



With regard to the question with Great Britain, he says: "During my presidency, I also dealt with this question, 

although I did not think it appropriate to give it official forms in order to reopen it in the field of diplomacy.At 

that time, British politics who advised the occupation of the Falklands in 1833 had changed: since that point was

not for her the importance that once gave him, and barely paid him any attention as distant establishment in 

view of its Communication with Australia. The occasion seemed propitious; but at the same time I took a 

notebook knowledge of the Blue Papers in the British government realized the state legislature of that colony, 

which gave some importance, even then did not above 700, as I recall."

"The Argentine Government," adds Miter, "must ask the Minister for the Blue Books concerning the Falklands in 

London, in order to realize the importance that England gives to that establishment and to which it has 

subsequently given more attention."

It can be seen that Miter did not lend much attention to the question of the Malvinas, nor did he give it 

importance, because for twenty years he had not been anxious to know the Blue Books.

"At the appointed time he was Minister of Great Britain in the Argentine Republic," Mr. Thorton, perfectly 

arranged in our favor. I conversed with him a few times on this subject, and he agreed that this establishment did

not have for England the importance it had previously given to it, implying that it was an aimless burden for its 

former colonizing policy, but, in general terms, England was ready to maintain its royal possession as an integral 

part of the British Empire. I did not think it prudent to go further because I understood that no result would give 

that confidential opening for the moment, let alone an official negotiation on the basis of pending claims."

In my opinion, it is strange that Miter's indifferent attitude, and more because the appointment as instructive; In

effect, he goes on to say:

"However, the Argentine government should bear this precedent as a tactic to pave the way to negotiating in 

London, propitiating the goodwill of Great Britain". Frankly I see no value in this background and if it had, it was

20 years ago and not in circumstances where the advice is given in the presence precisely of a claim presented by 

the British government. So he must think the Mitre own because it adds: "Today is perhaps more difficult than 

before toproduce this conviction but is a means to be tested before giving the solemnity of an international act 

before the world".

Miter, therefore, missed an opportunity to effectively restart the claim; Showed indifference to know valuable 

expressions of the English Government; It not attached importance to the archipelago and even considered that 

this national offense, the largest certainly by the way of carrying out the dispossession of our territorial heritage, 

had to treat itwithout solemnity, without global significance! And to Don Juan Manuel de Rosas, because it is 

presumed that he wanted to negotiate ("trade"), Dr. Ruiz Moreno [son]) said the islands to avoid an armed 

intervention and an imminent war with the powerful Albion, who had already initiated it Without prior 

declaration as is practiced among civilized nations, he is covered with expletives and condemned to the silence of

his valiant and nourished defense that he made in both claims.

Miter then refers to the expedition of Amerigo Vespucci to which he does not assign value, nor to that of 

Magellan. And as for the French statements, he says: "The French themselves, from whom our legal titles derive 



from that part of the Malvinas, while holding the first possession - put out of discussion - do not deny the British 

the priority of discovery, And even of the recognition of the islands. This, then, is a very weak point of support to 

constitute it in substance of the discussion of titles, taking nothing less than as a historical point of departure"

But, where I wish to stop, to end this document, it is in a quotation that Miter recalls the protest presented in 

1833 by the Argentine Minister in London, and in this regard says:

"The quote from the Encyclopaedia Britannica, which asserts as a secondary argument, is not relevant or even 

illustrative. This quotation was brought to the discussion in the famous report of D. Luis Vernet written by Dr. 

Valentin Alsina and repeated, officially expanded in another form by the Argentine Minister in London in his 

well-known protest of 1833. " "The confession of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, says that Port Egmont was 

abandoned by virtue of a private agreement between the Ministry and the Court of Spain." It refers to the 

transaction or declaration dated January 22, 1771 Signed between Spain and England, returning to Spain Port 

Egmont, on this record: "The Prince of Masserano declares at the same time in the name of the King, his Lord, 

that the commitment of His Catholic Majesty to restore to SMB the port and fort called Egmont, Can not and 

should not in any way affect the question of prior right of Sovereignty of the Malvinas Islands, by another name 

FALKLAND. "This is a very important statement Miter alludes to.

"The British Minister, Palmerston, in replying to the protest, while denying the value of particular writings which

the Prince of Masserano, the Spanish ambassador in London, had adduced as evidence, took charge of the 

insinuation involved, viz. ; The abandonment of the Falklands by England under a private agreement with 

Spain." Miter says about this; "The Minister of Great Britain, vigorously rejecting" the imputation against his 

good faith "according to his words, stated that after carefully examining the correspondence with the Court of 

Madrid in the said period, nothing had been found in it to justify, nor Even by allusion made to presume, the 

existence of a treaty or secret agreement between the two governments. And abounding in the demonstration, 

he exhibited the text of documents, which in effect persuaded that such a covenant had not existed."

"The documented demonstration was so conclusive, Miter says, that the same Argentine Minister in London did 

not again insist on the point in the reply he gave to Minister Palmerston (received by Lord Wellington), and 

merely merely asked for restitution of the Island Of the East (Soledad and Puerto Luis), as I said before, no 

longer making a formal question on the occasion of Port Egmont, which was the possession abandoned by the 

English that it was in the Encyclopedia and whose abandonment was attributed to private agreement.

And to finish off with this part of the Argentine defense that is the knot of the question, to which at the present 

moment dedicate his efforts many illustrated Argentinean scholars, and as to put an end point, Miter says:

"In addition to the inconsistency of the argument could not diplomatically renew the insinuation that rather 

than indirect, was so strongly rejected, displaying documents, which require removing this event, which has 

already disappeared from the diplomatic discussion before official evidence that the anonadaron"

In order not to be irreverent I prefer the comments to be made by the reader himself.And to conclude I will say 

that if Miter's pessimism were to increase in this question that touches all the Argentine hearts, we must regret 

that the purpose attributed to Rosas was not to negotiate - to negotiate is not to haggle - the Falkland Islands 



because that solution Would have avoided the payment of the ruinous loan contracted by Rivadavia, which at the

end of its cancellation amounted to about 80,000,000 pesos national currency.

Now, at the end of the day, according to what Miter tells us, we have paid that huge sum and we have only the 

right to claim half of the archipelago, which only God knows if we will recover it.

Thus, Rosas's proposal, if it had existed, would have imported a brilliant, almost brilliant financial operation, 

which far from vituperation would have merited the gratitude of the Argentine people, liberated in that form of a 

fabulous debt that gravitated heavily on their shoulders and Which had to fulfill the sweat of many years and at 

the cost of enormous economic sacrifices and of not few tribulations.

But now, let's not faint, and united all Argentines try to forget false and anachronistic grudges so that in the short

term all the Falklands will be what they always were: Argentinas!

Source: Journal of the Institute of Historical Research Juan Manuel de Rosas No. 13, Buenos Aires, October 
1948. 
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